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TALLAHASSEE — FSU reserve point guard Benji Bell does not know what each game will bring. 
Some nights, the junior plays maybe three minutes. In other contests, like when he scored 18 points in 26 minutes 
against Southeastern Louisiana on Sunday, Bell sees significant action. 
 
The inconsistent playing time is undoubtedly tough for Bell to get used to, especially after averaging 17.4 points per 
game while leading Northwest Florida Junior College to a JUCO national championship earlier this year. To adjust to 
the sporadic action, Bell's focus is on quality over quantity. It doesn't matter how much he plays, but how he does 
when he is on the court. 
 
Bell refers to the mindset as "positive minutes." Whether he's in the game for five minutes or 25, Bell is learning to 
make the most of his time. 
 
"Sitting on the bench is kind of hard, but I'm mature. I'm not going to let that stop me from doing what I know how to 
do," Bell said. "Being that spark off the bench, I'll take that role for my team." 
 
FSU (6-2) could again turn to Bell Wednesday when it hosts Mississippi State (4-4) at 9 p.m. The Seminoles may be 
without backup point guard Devon Bookert (wrist) for a second game in a row, meaning Bell would spell starter 
Xavier Rathan-Mayes. 
 
"Benji is the kind of guy that comes into practice every day, works his butt off and stays patient," Rathan-Mayes said. 
"He stayed patient, waited his turn and gave us a huge lift [Sunday]." 
 
Bell made all four of his three-point attempts versus Southeastern Louisiana last weekend, giving the Seminoles a 
much-needed boost off the bench. FSU won 75-57 but struggled early and late against a team that was content slowing 
the tempo. Southeastern Louisiana threw a hybrid zone defense at the Seminoles, exposing FSU's inconsistent half-
court offense. 
 
Having a shooter like Bell – who made 44.5 percent of his three-pointers last season at NFJC and connected on six of 
his eight attempts from beyond the arc this year – to stretch defenses could continue to help the Seminoles' stagnant 
half-court offense. 
 
Coach Leonard Hamilton, however, warns that the team is not going to be overly reliant on the newcomer. 
 
"You really don't know how big [a performance like that] is, because it's the first one," Hamilton said. "I don't expect 
him to go out and score 18 every night, but we do expect him to become consistent with his effort and focus. 
"He's very mature and he doesn't get rattled easily. Now he has to develop that mentality that it takes to be consistently 
focused every night, but that's what we're all going through right now." 
 
Bell admits that he's still adjusting to Hamilton's schemes. He may recognize where to go with a pass or where to be 
on defense, but that knowledge does not come naturally. Until it does, Bell understands that his minutes will vary from 
game to game. 
 
"Some of the guys have been here for like three years with the same coach, so they know exactly what coach wants 
and I'm still trying to find that out on the offensive and defensive end," Bell said. "I can feel it getting there. It'll get 
there soon." 
 


